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ABSTRACT
To prevent the problem of piracy, cloud computing has become an emerging field to attract enterprises. Most of the organizations (like Amazon, Ramco, Infosys, IBM etc.) are providing their services through cloud computing. These services may be either IaaS or SaaS or PaaS. Even from technological and financial point of view, it is beneficial and may be seductive for the e-commerce companies as well as the customers. There may be several factors at the level of their security, privacy, cost and quality. During migration to Cloud, the consumers as well as companies faces many technological and legislative issues like Cloud Standards, Legislation and Regulatory Issues of CSPs, Security Issues. The objective of this proposal is to mitigate the raised issues between the cloud service provider and the client side in the cloud migration and to propose their effective solutions.  
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing, which is a buzzword nowadays gets its name from the drawings typically used to describe the Internet. The concept of cloud computing represents a shift in thought, in those end users need not know the details of a specific technology. Cloud Computing is rapidly growing into many industries at present scenario. For instance, there has been a new trend for e-commerce companies and consumers to adopt Cloud Computing. Most organizations are attracted by Cloud Computing because Cloud can save time and money for them in investing in IT infrastructure. There is no doubt that this may be the biggest benefit brought by Cloud Computing, but Cloud Computing also brings a number of other benefits.

1.1 Why Cloud?
There are many questions that arise as to whether a cloud is need of time at present. Whether Cloud is reliable, easily adoptable and suitable for all the consumers and the e-commerce companies [1]. Cloud Computing gets more and more popular as it can be applied nearly everywhere: the libraries, the fire services, the small retailers which need secure e-commerce websites. When talking about beneficiaries of Cloud Computing, people always think of Cloud consumers. Actually, not only Cloud consumers including the organizations and end-users, but also Cloud providers can benefit from it.

1.1.1 Benefits for Cloud providers
There are several benefits for organizations to provide Cloud services.

- **Make Money**: Profit is always the most attractive thing for business people. And a large company acts as a Cloud provider could make a tidy profit when they leverage their economies of scale to offer a service.
- **Leverage Existing Investment**: Using existing idle IT infrastructure to provide Cloud service enable companies to have a new revenue stream. For example, Amazon and Google extended their private Clouds and offered to the public.
- **Defend a Franchise**: Since many of enterprise applications begin to make use of Cloud Computing, vendors would be motivated to provide a Cloud option of their own if they already established franchise Cloud Computing in E-commerce in those applications.
- **Leverage Customer Relationship**: Companies can get extensive customer relationship via their service offerings, including Cloud service.

1.1.2 Benefits for Cloud consumers
Here, the Cloud consumers refer to companies and organizations that adopt Cloud Computing. Ambrust et al. gave reasons to explain why these organizations want to move to Cloud.

- **Pay as Used**: Small companies do not need to invest in the initial IT infrastructure and maintain them if they adopt cloud. They can simply pay as they used. In this way, companies can reduce the waste of underutilization.
Reduce Operation Cost: Since Utility Computing uses virtual machine instead of physical machine; the work of hardware operation is shifted from Cloud consumers to Cloud providers. Organizations can reduce their operation cost in this way.

1.1.3 Benefits for end-users
End-users of Cloud service actually are the most important users. For the end-users of Cloud Computing, the incentives are similar to those motivating enterprises and organizations [23]. They require easy-to-use interfaces, appropriately reliable and timely service delivery, information about their services, etc. With Cloud Computing, end-users can access and update information wherever they are, rather than having to run back to their offices [18]. Moreover, Cloud Computing accomplishes a better response time than standard server and hardware in most cases.

I. RELATED WORK
Cloud Models: There is no doubt that Cloud works for many use cases, but, not all the Cloud is the same. There are three principal ways Cloud services can be delivered: public Cloud, private Cloud and hybrid Cloud.

Public Cloud: A public Cloud is a service delivery model which provides massively scalable IT resources available to the general public through the Internet. It is usually based on a usage-based model. Amazon EC2, Google App Engine and Force.com are the best known examples of public Cloud service providers [20]. It sounds like public Cloud is a good choice for the companies, especially for the small companies as they do not need to invest too much on the IT infrastructures. But the truth is, many organizations hesitate to use public Cloud due to security issues.

Private Cloud: In contrast, private Cloud represents a deployment model that offer Cloud service to the internal users within the corporate network. It is relatively secure compare with public Cloud. But meanwhile, it brings another problem: capital to build private Cloud.

Hybrid Cloud: Hybrid Cloud is a composition of public and private Cloud. Organizations provide and manage some resources in-house and at the same time, have others provided externally. It allows a business to take advantages both of public Cloud and private Cloud. Thus, hybrid Cloud is considered as the next wave in Cloud Computing.

Cloud computing models can be broken into three basic designs, which are described below:

Infrastructure as a Service: As the name implies, you are buying infrastructure. This refers to computing resources as a service. The resource could be virtualized computers with guaranteed processing power and reserved bandwidth for storage and Internet access [27]. You own the software and are purchasing virtual power to execute as needed. This is much like running a virtual server on your own equipment, except you are now running a virtual server on a virtual disk. This model is similar to a utility company model, as you pay for what you use.
Platform as a Service: In this model of cloud computing, the provider provides a platform for your use. Services provided by this model include all phases of the System Development Life Cycle (SDLC) and can use Application Program Interfaces (APIs), website portals, or gateway software. Buyers do need to look closely at specific solutions, because some providers do not allow software created by their customers to be moved off the provider’s platform. This can be thought as IaaS with a custom software stack for the given application [17]. But the difference between them is PaaS also includes operating systems and required services for a particular application.

Software as a Service: This model is designed to provide everything and simply rent out the software to the user. The service is usually provided through some type of front end or web portal. While the end user is free to use the service from anywhere, the company pays a per use fee. All work that has been done will save in cloud, end user starts from where he/she stopped working. This is based on licensing software use on demand that is installed and running on a Cloud platform already [19]. It reduces the user’s physical equipment deployment and management cost. In addition, SaaS also allows users to compose their existing services to meet their requirements.

II. ISSUES TO CONSIDER PRIOR TO CLOUD ADOPTION

3.1 Security
Security of data in public Clouds is a big concern. Although CSPs always say that the information of clients are stored securely on the Cloud. But e-commerce companies and Cloud end-users still worry about the security of their data since their sensitive data are in the hands of Cloud Service Providers [26]. Since both Cloud Computing and e-commerce have security problems, this issue may be the most serious one that makes customers hesitate to implement Cloud e-commerce. Customers are concerning about security because they feel they lose control of their data, and most of them do not have the experience of using Cloud before. As this report stated before, e-commerce and consumers have several security issues [16]. However, after e-commerce moving to the Cloud, all of the e-commerce activities would be done on Cloud. The security of Cloud will be the most urgent one to be noticed [29]. Before moving to Cloud Computing, Foster et al. suggested to discuss following issues with vendors in terms of security.

- **Privileged User Access**: The sensitive data that processed outside the enterprise need to be assured that they are only accessible to privileged users.

- **Regulatory Compliance**: Cloud consumers must verify if a Cloud provider has external audits and security certifications. And, they need to know if their infrastructure complies with some regulatory security requirements.

- **Data Location**: It is important that the Cloud providers commit to storing and processing data in specific jurisdictions since customers will not know where their data will be stored.

- **Data Segregation**: One customer’s data must be fully segregated from another customer’s data.

- **Recovery**: Cloud customers must ensure their Cloud provider has an efficient replication and recovery mechanism to restore data.

- **Investigate Support**: Cloud service is difficult to investigate. Such support needs to be ensured if it is important for a customer.

- **Long-term Viability**: Cloud customer must assure their data would be viable even their Cloud provider is acquired by another company.

3.2 Privacy Protection: Cloud Computing is normally based on the existing distribute network. Computers can be a part of Cloud as soon as they connect to the Internet. E-commerce activities require customers’ personal information, such as name, address, identity, bank data, etc. Attackers can attack the individual privacy by using multiple links between data if there is no believable privacy [28]. For example, Sony announced that hackers have stolen Sony Online Entertainment (SOE) customer information which was stored on their private Cloud in May, 2011. There are approximately 24.6 million SOE accounts may have been stolen [14]. The illegally obtained information includes customer’s names, addresses, e-mail addresses, birthdates, genders, phone numbers, login names and hashed passwords. Cloud providers must try to safeguard their customer’s privacy [25]. Particularly, it is essential for the adoption of public Cloud systems that customers are reassured that security and privacy is not compromised.

3.3 Cost
Profit is always the most important objective which business people are pursuing. Cloud Computing is attractive as it can save them millions of dollars to build their own servers and storage environment. The cost of Cloud service matters a lot to e-commerce companies and other consumers. At present, price of Cloud service is relatively low. Cloud service providers, such as Google and Amazon, are trying to make the price more transparent to customers. They also make efforts to enhance their competitiveness by reducing their service cost [21]. There is a series of cost for using Cloud Computing. Enterprises pay for the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) which is calculated from the pricing models of Cloud providers. Software development cost, integration and customization cost, subscription cost (for SaaS Clouds), hardware and middleware cost, data I/O transfer cost, etc. are covered in TCO [4]. Organizations need to estimate Cloud Computing costs and compare these costs with conventional IT solutions. Cost and benefit analysis is important for an IT managers to evaluate whether the benefits outweigh the costs of an IT investments. Different execution plans may result in significantly different costs. Hence, to have a precise estimate and plan of usage will reduce the cost of adopting Cloud.
3.4 Quality
The Quality of Service (QoS) is a broad topic in distributed system. It is mostly referred to the resource reservation control mechanism to guarantee a certain level of performance and availability of a service. It is a crucial factor for the success of Cloud providers as it may destroy a provider’s reputation [24]. Computing services need to be highly reliable, scalable, and autonomic to support ubiquitous access, composability and dynamic discovery. Cloud service providers such as Amazon, Google, IBM, Microsoft and Sales force have established their data centers for hosting Cloud applications in various locations around the world in order to provide redundancy and ensure reliability in case of site failures. SLAs assure end-users that they are receiving the services they have paid for by providing a facility to agree upon QoS between end-users and providers and define end-user resource requirements and provider guarantees [2]. It typically includes error rate, max response time and throughput. Also, it may include non-functional requirements such as scalability, availability. In the past few years, crashes of Cloud servers took place frequently. The interruptions of Cloud service have had negative effects among users. Cloud service providers need to improve their service quality to enhance the confidence of users to use their Cloud services. Before purchasing Cloud service, to sign a SLA is essential for consumers [7], [8]. The success of adopting Cloud Computing depends largely on the service quality provided by Cloud provider. Hopefully, more advanced and customizable SLAs are being supported or implemented.

III. MIGRATION
The above four factors security, privacy, cost and quality are the issues which all consumers and e-commerce companies should consider about before moving to Cloud as shown in figure 1. For companies which already have their own infrastructure, they should think about migration effort [12]. This effort is due to the discrepancies between the environment provided by a Cloud platform and a traditional platform. In other words, there might be differences in the version of various infrastructures, the libraries available, the programming models, even the semantics of data access [3], [5].

The following are the factors relevant to migration to Cloud.

☐ Existing knowledge and experience on Cloud providers and technologies: If the project team already have some prior knowledge and experiences of Cloud and available tools, less effort is required since the learning curve can be improved significantly.

☐ Selecting the correct Cloud platforms and services (IaaS or PaaS): This factor affects the effort and cost required for the rest of migration activities greatly as shown in figure 1. Less effort is required for modification if the selected Cloud platform is highly similar to the application’s environment in the local server.

☐ Compatibility Issues: This factor is affected by the similarity of Cloud platforms and local servers as well. Compatibility issues can be eliminated when the similarity is high [15].

☐ Library Dependency: If an application relies on a library to function in local server, it requires a similar library in the Cloud platform [13]. Thus, if there is such a library for Cloud existing, less effort would be required to rewrite that library. Contextualization mechanism, which is proposed by Armstrong et al., could help to save the effort of rewrite the library. The mechanism operates in two stages. The first stage contextualization of VM images is prior to service deployment (PaaS level). This stage involves mounting a template VM image which will be converted to a specific hypervisor and installing proper software packages to support a particular service, such as a database. In this stage, context data is generated for every envisaged VM instance as an ISO CD image. The second is self-contextualization of VM instances created from such a VM image (IaaS level). During this stage, entails reading in context data at run time when the VM image is instantiated [6]. Then the data will be used to configure the installed packages and software in the VM image. Then a single image will be able to spawn multiple instances of the same software component forming a multi-VM service [22], [30].

☐ Connection Issues: In the Cloud migration cases that only some components of the system are migrated to Cloud while the rest is kept in house, the connection between two parts of the system (one in house and the other one in Cloud) may face different issues such as security, latency, etc. Moreover, the companies which already have their own existing facilities should consider one more factors in migration cost [9]. They cannot avoid the additional costs for giving up their established infrastructures. There will be a trade-off when making decisions. If an e-commerce company wants to move to Cloud from their existing infrastructure, they must have a complete plan of migration as discussed in figure 1. Otherwise, they may encounter some unexpected difficulties in the adoption of Cloud.

IV. ISSUES THAT NEED TO BE SOLVED AND THEIR PROPOSED SOLUTION
5.1 Cloud Standards
Because your data is in the cloud, you may not realize that the data must reside in a physical location. Standardized options and solutions for Cloud which include assurance, provision of trust and frameworks including associated APIs to expose what Cloud service providers are doing, are currently missing. There is no standard for how data is stored, performance metrics or access controls. The lack of standards also makes it impossible for Cloud consumers to identify the level of security offered by individual CSPs. The discussion for Cloud standards lasts for a long time. Experts in the industry do not hold a positive attitude to the standardization of Cloud Computing. Cloud Computing standards, has not even gone to the first stage, need time to evolve. Steven Dietch, the VP of HP Cloud
solutions infrastructure markets said in one of his keynote presentations [10]. At present, many organizations have established their own Cloud platforms and provided Cloud services. And some of them have developed their own standards. Different standards of different platforms cause difficulties for Clouds to communicate. In other words, the interoperability is low. The lacking of Cloud standards impedes the acceptance of Clouds [11]. Users are worrying about data migration between Cloud servers. Furthermore, they are afraid that Cloud service providers may use this flaw to restrict them. It's a valid concern, because if one company relies highly on a CSP, then the CSP increase their service price. The company will face a dilemma since the migration to other Cloud may cost more. They will lose their bargaining power.

**Possible Solutions:** In order to remove the concerns of potential Cloud consumers, e-commerce companies and pick their interest towards the Clouds on the more reasonable basis, CSPs must provide and pick their own Clouds on their own style. Standards and encryption might be discussed enough. Is it being used while the data is at rest and in transition? Anyone will also want to know what type of standards and encryption is being used. For example, there is a big difference between WEP and WPA2 etc.

![Figure 2. Cloud Security Model](image)

### 5.2 Legislation and Regulatory Issues of CSPs

All the Cloud consumers and the involved e-commerce companies put their data and software on the Cloud; therefore CSPs must take their responsibility to ensure the security of the information. Organizations operating in the US, Canada, or the European Union have many regulatory requirements that they must abide by. For example ISO 27002, Safe Harbor, ITIL, and COBIT. You must ensure that your cloud provider is able to meet these requirements and is willing to undergo certification, accreditation, and review. But, how to supervise the operations and standardize the services is a problem that needs to be solved. At present, there are no corresponding laws and regulations for Cloud e-commerce. The lack of legislation may cause some problems in practice and the concerned companies and the all of the consumers may hesitate to be involved over there.

**Possible Solution:** There should be an existence of CSPs Council and a CSPs Regulation Act. This should not be control but regulated as shown in figure 2. The difference between the two ways is, in control there is no freedom, but in regulation there is freedom but it is subjected to reasonable restrictions as being the public interest, consumers or companies. And it should not be regulated by the government, but by an independent regulatory authority supposedly the CSPs council. There should be a fixed number of members of the CSPs council. Out of some are representative of the CSPs council. And some of them are appointed by the government, are elected by the CSPs organization. So all the decisions are taken by majority votes. No one can be dictator that imposed his views on CSPs Council. Sometimes his suggestions are accepted by the CSPs Council, sometimes rejected so that respects to the verdicts of majority. CSPs Council should not wholly appointed by government. But they should be appointed by their pupil as shown in figure 2. They themselves should elect their representatives by their organizations. But it should be a statutory body, not the kind of private body. They should be deciding themselves, but their body must have power to suspend the license if anyone not ethically fit for this profession.

### V. CONCLUSION

The benefits of cloud computing are many. One is reduced cost, since you pay as you go. Other benefits are the portability of the application is that users can work from home, work, or at client locations. This increased mobility means employees can access information anywhere they are. There is also the ability of cloud computing to free-up IT workers who may have been occupied performing updates, installing patches, or providing application support.

While cost and ease of use are two great benefits of cloud computing, there are significant security concerns that need to be addressed when considering moving critical applications and sensitive data to public and shared cloud environments. To address these concerns, the cloud provider must develop sufficient controls to provide the same or a greater level of security than the organization would have if the cloud were not used. There should be a regulatory body that has legislative power to ensure the integrity and security of cloud systems and should be able to punish the adversary or the culprits when needed.
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